1. The Teaching Assistant/Tutor was well organized and prepared for class.

34 (97.1%): Strongly Agree
1 (2.9%): Agree
0 (0.0%): Neither Agree Nor Disagree
0 (0.0%): Disagree
0 (0.0%): Strongly Disagree
0 (0.0%): Not Applicable

2. The Teaching Assistant/Tutor presented course material clearly and answered questions accurately in class.

33 (94.3%): Strongly Agree
2 (5.7%): Agree
0 (0.0%): Neither Agree Nor Disagree
0 (0.0%): Disagree
0 (0.0%): Strongly Disagree
0 (0.0%): Not Applicable

3. The Teaching Assistant/Tutor encouraged students to ask questions and participate in class/section.

30 (88.2%): Strongly Agree
4 (11.8%): Agree
0 (0.0%): Neither Agree Nor Disagree
0 (0.0%): Disagree
0 (0.0%): Strongly Disagree
0 (0.0%): Not Applicable
1: [No Response]
4. The Teaching Assistant/Tutor interacted well with students and treated them with respect and courtesy.

33 (94.3%): Strongly Agree
2 (5.7%): Agree
0 (0.0%): Neither Agree Nor Disagree
0 (0.0%): Disagree
0 (0.0%): Strongly Disagree
0 (0.0%): Not Applicable

5. The Teaching Assistant/Tutor did not just provide answers, but taught students how to solve problems.

32 (91.4%): Strongly Agree
3 (8.6%): Agree
0 (0.0%): Neither Agree Nor Disagree
0 (0.0%): Disagree
0 (0.0%): Strongly Disagree
0 (0.0%): Not Applicable

6. The section was useful and helped with the rest of the course.

33 (94.3%): Strongly Agree
2 (5.7%): Agree
0 (0.0%): Neither Agree Nor Disagree
0 (0.0%): Disagree
0 (0.0%): Strongly Disagree
0 (0.0%): Not Applicable

7. The sections were interesting and enjoyable.

28 (80.0%): Strongly Agree
7 (20.0%): Agree
0 (0.0%): Neither Agree Nor Disagree
0 (0.0%): Disagree
0 (0.0%): Strongly Disagree
0 (0.0%): Not Applicable

8. I would recommend this Teaching Assistant/Tutor to other students.

34 (97.1%): Strongly Agree
1 (2.9%): Agree
0 (0.0%): Neither Agree Nor Disagree
0 (0.0%): Disagree
0 (0.0%): Strongly Disagree
9. Do you have any other comments to add to your evaluation?

*Please provide any additional constructive comments*

- Amazing TA. Really knows his stuff. Connects with students very well. Funny. Shows concern for students who don't understand something and really tries to help out.
- Cool guy. He made the class 10 times better. Seriously, Graham is not a good professor.
- Fantastic TA. Cleared up all confusion I had in the course with a quick wit and good humor.
- Good TA! Thoughtful for students and answered the pizza on time!
- He is amazing at explaining course material and homework questions. He is really clear and good at teaching.
- He's great! So nice and funny and willing to talk about anything. Very smart, knows what he's talking about.
- Josh (Robin) was a superb TA. Aside from providing extra study materials (i.e. notes, practice problems, and study sessions) he attended almost all of the lectures. When Prof. Graham was absent for one week at a conference, Josh was able to take over and did an excellent job presenting the material. I very much hope he decides to teach some day as I am quite sure he will make a very good professor of Mathematics.
- Josh explained things really well, sometimes even better than the professor.
- Josh has done so much for me and all of his students. He made sure we understood everything perfectly. Even when we were all struggling grasping concepts, he explained everything in a way where we could learn more easily. He is extremely good at teaching and interacts very well with his students. He made this class fun and I strongly recommend him as a TA. He is the best TA I've had all three years at UCSD and learned more from him in just two hours of office hours than two weeks of class.
- Josh is a TA at UCSD, but I highly believe that he is already qualified to become a professor here at UCSD. Josh is the best! His explanations are crystal clear. He doesn't intimidate students, but addresses every students' questions and opinions in a kind way. A plus would be that he is almost always available for students to make appointments with him to ask coursework questions. I think he should receive some kind of awards or scholarships for being such an excellent TA. We need Josh at our university and possibly all the math courses at our Mathematics Department here.
- Josh is awesome! I like how he interacted with many of his students, treated everyone with respect, and helped us to understand the topics in an easier way than was presented in the textbook. I found his discussion sections to be very useful as he summarized the professor's lectures since it was difficult to follow the professor most of the time. I definitely would like to have him as a TA in any of my future math courses.
- Josh is the best TA i have had thus far at UCSD (im in my 3rd year).
- Josh is very nice, and he can explain the concepts very clearly.
- Josh should teach the entire class; I got much more out his lectures during class time than those of the professor.
- Josh was an excellent TA. He was quick to respond to emails, well prepared for section, and knew all of the course material well enough to explain it clearly! I would certainly recommend Josh for future jobs in his field, he is a very nice guy.
• Josh will be the reason I pass this class.
• My favorite TA ever. Hope to have him again in the future.
• Top quality TA who went above and beyond to make sure that we were understanding the material
• Very good TA

Please note that any responses or comments submitted by evaluators do not necessarily reflect the opinions of instructors, Mathematics, Academic Affairs, or UC San Diego. Responses and comments are made available without auditing or editing, and they may not be modified or deleted, to ensure that each evaluator has an opportunity to express his or her opinion.